Gem Essences for Animals™
All natural products for your pets

Free of preservatives  Quick and easy-to-use
Spray topically on your pet
Free of alcohol 
Free of fragrance 

Mix and match to customize your needs

Free of dye

Product List
Aggress-Ease™

Intended for letting go of fear or aggressive behavior and for bringing
forth a more peaceful, calm energy flow. Use for aggression, low self
esteem, excessive emotion, fear, or insecurity.

Detox™

Intended for cleaning the system and bringing it into balance. Use for
rebuilding a healthy system from the toxic effects of illness, medications,
or impurities.

Free to Be™

Intended for releasing non-beneficial patterns. Use for breaking cycles
and repeated patterns, clearing obstacles, and for promoting new
beginnings, change, and positive energy.

Happy Joints™

Intended for letting go of the hurt related to the symptoms of arthritis or
related conditions. Use for arthritis, rheumatism, cartilage injury,
inflammation, or joint pain.

Happy Legs™

Intended for letting go of pain related to the soft tissue. Use for muscle
discomfort; general aches and pains; or cartilage, connective tissue,
ligament, muscle, or nerve injuries.

Healthy Immune™

Intended for supporting and strengthening the self. Use for restoring,
building, and maintaining an energy system that is healthy, whole,
balanced, complete, and harmonized.

Mother Earth™

Intended for grounding your energy and connecting to the pure energy of
Mother Earth. Use for being balanced and centered, and for creating
strength, connection, and a sense of belonging.

Perfect Harmony™

Intended for clearing, balancing, and harmonizing energy flow. Use for
establishing and maintaining optimum energy flow for enhanced well
being and health.

Stress-Ease™

Intended for letting go of anxiety or stress, and for promoting inner
harmony. Use for anxiety, feeling unbalanced, over grooming, separation
anxiety, stress, trauma, or worry.
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Trauma-Ease™

Intended for letting go of the past and for moving forward. Use for healing
emotional abuse or wounds, grief, issues linked to the past, stress,
transformation, trauma, or trust issues.

Universal Connection™

Intended for helping repair, establish or maintain connections to others,
the environment, and the Universe. Use for enhancing your sense of
being or repairing fractured relationships.

Vitality™

Intended for promoting and restoring vigor, gusto, and zest for life. Use
for eliminating fatigue, exhaustion, depletion, resignation, or any other
types of draining conditions.

Ward Off™

Intended for keeping the energy field protected and safe. Use for an
energetic shield of armor to prevent and repel negative energy that is
chaotic and unhealthy.

Whole Love™

Intended for releasing feelings of abandonment, and for letting animals
know that they are loved. Use for giving comfort and love, healing
emotions, or building trust and new beginnings.

How to Use Gem Essences for Animals™
The Gem Essences for Animals™ are conveniently packaged in 1 oz. (30 ml) ready-to-use spray mist
bottles.
Using the Essences. Suggested dosage is one to three spritzes of each essence applied topically
three times a day.
For animals new to using essences, or who are sick or fragile, it is suggested to initially use fewer
spritzes per essence and then adjust accordingly.
It is recommended to use the essences three times a day for at least three weeks. For chronic issues,
or long-term care, it is suggested to use the essences daily. For maintenance care, use the sprays
three times a week, or as needed.
Applying the Essences. To use, hold the bottle about five to seven inches (12-18 cm) away from the
body and spritz along the length of the back or on particular areas of concern. The spray can also be
spritzed above the body to let the mist fall gently on to the animal. Alternately, spray the mist on your
hand and then stroke the essence on the animal.
The essences work well separately or paired with other essences. When a combination of essences is
used wait a few minutes between spraying each of the essences.
Be creative with mixing and matching essences based on the animal’s needs.
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